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Marketing amdPi'ce Incentives in Afican andAsian
 
Countnies: A Comprison
 

Raisuddin Ahmed and Narendra Rustagi 

A griculture in developing market economies is gener-
ally organizedon the basis of private ownership. The 

economic environment of farmers operating in these mar-
ket economies is believed to exert significant influence on 
the efficiency of resource utilization and the pace of 
growth in production. The prices ofoutputs and inputs are 
generally the principal focus of price policies that are con-
sciously adopted to create a favorable economic environ-
ment The emphasis on prices is understandable. Given a 
fixed volume of marketing and no other changes, a rise in 
the prices of output would increase profit directly and 
proportionately, and a rise in the prices of inputs would 
similarly decrease profit by a proportion depending on the 
weight of the input on the cost of production. 

Introduction 

An incentive mechanism operating through profit moti-
vation is, however, not limited to traditional pricing poli-
cies based on macroeconomic instruments for chnging 
output prices (for example, controlling trade and 
exchange rate polic:es). Quite a number of other factors 
exist-ometimes termed nonprice faciors--that %ery 
effectively influence farm profitability, resource allocation, 
and production levels. Technological progress, which 
imples a declining cost of production per unit of output, 
enhances profit if prices are not proportionately depressed 
by the supply effects of technological progress. Efficiricy 
c,fmarketing institutions, including infrastn'ctural facili-
ties, determine the extent of price differences between 
consumers and producers at one or differer.t periods of 
time and therefore influence farm-level incentives. Farm-
ing systems that determine the relation of reward to fac-
tors of production with the institutional arrangement can 
also affect produLers' incentives. 

This chapter examines the domestic marketing ;nstitu
tions and their influences on the prices received by pro
ducers and paid by consumers in various developing 
countries. Specifically, spatial price spreads, irtertemporal 
price gaps, and regional price differences in selected Afri
can and Asian countries are measured and compared. The 
chapter also attempts to identify the underlying L.Ausal 
factors for these differences, which then form the focts of 
corrective policie. 

Backgrounds of the Selected Countries 
Any study involving comparative analysis requires a pre

caution against drawing lessons from an inappropriate 

comparison. If countries are in different stages of eco
nomic development, then a comparison of certain eco
nomic performance,, ,mong such countries could cause 
the wrong causal factors to be identified. Similarly, if a 
country possesses sime unusual characteristics that could 
influence a comparative inalysis, such factors need to be 
considered in drawing conclusions based on intercountry 
comparisons. To be aware of, if not to mitigate concerns 
related to, these two conditions, some backgrowuid infor
mation on the countries selected for the study is pre
sented 

Five countries from /rica and tour countries from Asia 
are covered in the study. Of the African countries, Kenya, 
Tanzania, and Malawi represent East Africa; Nigeria repre
sents West Africa; and the Sudan represents North Africa. 
Of the foui Asian countries, two are from South Asia 
(India and Bangladesh), and two are from Southeast Asia 
(Indonesia and the Philippines). These countrie- were 
selected because of the diversity in the ,*ation of their 
market forces and the availability of ciata. Although the 
lack of necessary data was a serious constraint ii,carrying 
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out the study to its required depth, the reliability of Afri-
can data is a far more serious problem than its availability. 

Some relevant country indicators are presented in Table 
11-1. Agricultural gross domestic product (GDP) consti-
tutes only a quarter of total GDP in Nigeria and Indonesia 
because oil revenues dominate the national income of 
these two countries. Bangladesh and Tanzania, however, 
represent economies with more than half of their ODP 
originating in agriculture. Inthe rest of the countries agri-
culture contributed 30 to 40 percent to GDP in 1981. In 
general, the African countries appear to depend somewhat 
more on external trade than the Asian countries. Propor-
tions of exports and imports in GDP appear to be higher in 
Africa than in Asia. As is well known, land-labor ratios are 
higher in Africa than in Asia. Indonesia and the P'ilip-
pines represent the fastest growing agricultural sectors in 
Asia, and Kenya, Tanzania, and Malawi represent the 
same anong the elected African countries. Nigeria is the 
only country vith a negative growth rate it,agriculture, 
Among the selected countries, the 3.0 percent population 
growth rate in African countries is higher than Asia's 2.3 
percent. 

The structure of agricultural organizaticns is also quite 
different for the two continents, at least with respect to the 
dichotomy of large and small farms. In the Asian countries 
family farms vary widely in size and include some that 
produce for markets and some only for home consump-
tion. Comparable farms in African would be classified as 
small. In addition, African agriculture includes a large pro-
portion of estate farms or large-scale mechanized fanas 
that are owned and operated by t!je public or private 
sectors. The production and niarketing of agricultural 
products under estates or large farms is substantively dif-
ferent from smallholder agriculture. Malawi, in particular, 
follows a strategy for faster growth in agricultural produc-
tion through investments in large-scale farming, but this 
involves a substantial cost to smallholder agriculture. In 
gene-al the Sudan and Nigeria practice a more liberal 
approach to private trade than the countries of East 
Africa. Similarly, in the Asian countries private trade par-ticipates more vigorously in domestic marketing than in 

the African countries. The marketing arrangement in each 

study country is briefly discussed below, 


Kenya 


The major commodities produced in Kenya are maize, 
wheat, beans, coffee, tea, cashews, and sugarcane. Paras-
tatal organizations buy, transport, and sell the foodgrains 
and export crops. These organizations originated in the 
marketing policies developed by European producers to 
exclude African producers and traders from ex-port mar-
kets. The National Cereal and Produce Board controls the 
marketing of most cereals as a public monopolist, and 
private trade is illegal. This monopolistic position is fur-
iher enforced for maize, for example, by restrictions on 
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movements of grain between surplus and deficit districts. 
Although these restrictions have been re-ently relaxed to 
some extent, the practice has not been corpletely aban
doned. Nevertheless there is a thriving ;';t-gal par-jlel mar
ket particularly in the primary level. About 60 percent of 
the maize marketed by smallholders on the primary mar
ket level is handled by private traders in the informal 
parallel market The legal public monopoly in marketing 
and the associated restrictions impose implicit transaction 
costs for farmers, which, if they could be accommodated in 
the estimated real prices, would show that the real prices 
received by farmers are lower than the announced prices. 

Tmania 

The main crops in Tantonia are maize, wheat, paddy 
(rice), coffee, cashews, cotton, and sisal. In the past private 
trade was banned, and marketing was controlled by coop
eratives or by parastatals. Cooperative marketing was a 
populist movement that became the backbone of the 
strle for independence in the 1950s. After indepen
dence the cooperatives expanded from 172 in 1952 to 
more than 2,500 in 1974 because of direct government 
intervention. They were dissolved in 1976. 

As early as 1966, the government realizedatha th ma
the cooperatives were unable to contain these losses. In 

1969 the Ministry of Agriculture observed that the cooper
ative marketing services employed excess resources, par
ticulary labor; paid excess rates for service; and lost 
produce in handling, sthrage, and transit. 

To reverse this trend, the entire marketing function was 
turned over to public parastatals. These marketing paras
tatals were to purchase agricultural products directly from 
villages and transport, process, store, and sell such prod
ucts to urban consumers. Codts continued to rise, how
ever, because parastatios suffered from mismanagement 
and operational losses. In response to the growing aware
ness of the operational deficiencies of parastatals, a conmission to investigate the possibility of reinstating
 
cooperatives was 
 ap- -inted in 1980. It strongly recom
mended reestablishment, therefore preparations and planning for a transition from the crop authorities were
 
undertaken. Legislation approving the reformation of

cooperatives was introduced in 1982 and executed. 

Malawi 

The main commodities produced in Malawi are tobacco, 
groundnuts, maize, and cotton. The Agricultural Develop
ment and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC), a parastatal, 
plays a significant role in both marketing smallholder pro
duce and supplying inputs. Smallholder produce is mar
keted through A mAnc; the private traders, which includes 
small dealers; and the Farmers Trading Company, a pri



Table 11-1. Basic EconomicIndicatorsforSelected African andAsian Countries 

Country 

Kenya 

Perrent of c 
(1979 

hrports Exports
a) 2) 

34.0 32.1 

Adult 
literacy 
Ler-enp) 

(3) 

50 

oilal 
area 

(thousands of 
hectares) 

(4) 

58,265 

Area under
cultivation 

(thousands f 
hectares) 

(5) 

2,275 

Irigated 
area 

(thousands of 
hectares) 

(6) 

46 

Population.
1981 

(perc,-t 
f agriulture) 

(2J 

17.148 

Population
d, rsit,

(persons per 
square, 

kilometer) 
(8) 

29.43 

r.o g. of 
population, 

1970-80 
(9) 

3.4 

Rail-
road 

density 
(year) 
(10) 

8.86 

Growth rate 
of agrcultural 

production 
(percent) 

(11) 

42 

Cp per capzfa
(1981 USS)

(rate ofgrou'th, 
1960 84) 
(prcent) 

(12) 

420 

Share of 
Agriculturel c r 

1979 
(perrent) 

(13 

34.0 
Malawi 35.6 26.3 28 11,848 2,320 11 77.1)

6,369 53.76 2.9 (1979)
9.76 5.2 (2.9)

200 43.0 
Ni a 26.6 30.2 30 92,377 30,385 30 (83.0)

79,680 86.26 2.5 
(1980)
12.6 -0.4 (2.7)

870 22.0 
Sudan 20.9 12.8 20 250,581 12,417 1,750 (52.3)

18,901 7.54 3.0 (1980) 
2.3 (3.5)

480 38.0 
Tanzania 27.7 20.6 66 94,509 5,160 64 

(76.3)
18,510 19.59 3.4 5.06 5.5 

(-0.3)
280 54.0 

Bangladesh 14.5 5.8 26 14,400 9,089 1,620 
(80.4) 
25,701 378.48 2.6 

(1977) 
6.31 1.8 

(i.9) 
140 55.0 

India 6.1 5.3 36 328,759 164,690 39,350 (83.5)
697,974 212.31 2.1 56.65 2.1 (0.3)

260 43.8 
Indonesia 19.9 21.7 62 190,435 18,047 5,418 (62.4)

150,520 79.04 2.3 
(1980)

8.50 3.8 (1.4)
530 24.2 

Philippines 22.5 19.3 75 30,000 9,920 1,300 (58.1)50,525 168.42 2.7 (1978)42.64 4.9 (4.1)790 28.5 

Sores.- Column (1)and (2)World Bank (1980).
Column (3) and (9) World Bank (1982).
Column (6) and (13) FAOestimates (1979 data) from the World Bank (1983a).
Column (4), (5), and (7) FAo (1981). 
Column (8) = l(7)I(A)l × 100. 
Column (10) Europa Publications Limited (1982).
Column (11) and (12) World Bank (1983b). 

(45.3) (1981) (2.8) 
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vate organization. ADMARC also decides on the prices of and imports of foodgrains are conducted exclusively under 
inputs and outputs, which are announced before the crop- public management. In domestic markets private trade in 
ping season. The policy of panseasonal and panterritorial foodgrains isallowed; ashort experiment in nationalizing
pricing is followed. Tie Grain and Milling Company is the wholesale trade in foodgrains was attempted and aban
another parastatal half-owned by ADMAJe. It obtains maize doned in 1973-74. India has occasionally restricted the 
from ADMARC or directly from estates, it imports wheat, movement of foodgrains across states and sometimes dis
and it s-lls maize meal and wheat flour to wholesalers trict boundaries. Private trade operates with few restrictive 
licensed by ADMUHC. and regulatory measures in domestic and external trades 

ADMARC purchase: all marketable cotton and tobacco in nonfoodgrain agrcultural products. 
grown on customary land or public land. It has the sole The principal institutional agency through which food 
right to wholesale small farmers' products and to import procurement and distribution policies are implemented is 
and export all grains. Private traders are allowed to oper- the Food Corporation of India (Fc). It handles all pur
ate under licenses from ADMARC and to assemble grain in chases, storage, and distribution operations on behalf of 
certain areas. the central government and some of the state gove.n

ments as well. In addition some states have food and civil 
Sudan supplies corporations or cooperative marketing agencies, 

which make purchases and sales on their behalf. The FC 
The main commodities produced in the Sudan are cot- distributes foodgrains through ration shops and fair price 

ton, sorghum, groundnuts, wheat, and sesame. In the shops run by state governments. Sometimes the FCI 
Sudan more than 98 percent of the total cotton area is releases supplies through private trade to arrest a rising 
administered by the public sector. The cotton trade was open market price. Procurement from farmers ishandled 
nationalized in 1971, reportedly to maintain reasonable through both direct purchase from farmers and indirect 
price levels by protecting tenants from the devastating purchase from private agents. 
effects of threign traders and to establish astrong govern
ment body able to survey cotton markets and explore new Bangladesh 
outlets for Sudanese cotton as well as to maintain tradi
tional ones. Rice and jute are the two main agricultural products of 

Wheat imports are controlled by the government; the Bangladesh. The structure of agricuitural markets, includ
government also procures wheat from producers in pub- ing public marketing arrangements in Bangladesh, issimi
licly managed irrigaion projects. Private traders market lar to that of India. The govermnent holds amonopoly on 
mainly snillholder wheat produced ii the north. Public!y external trade in foodgrains, and private trade operates 
procurcd wheat isdistributed in urban areas th ough pri- freely in conjunction with public procurement and distri
vate millers and bakers at price-, fixed by the government. bution o." foodgrains. However, the government is now 
All other crops, including exports, are generally marketed playing alarger role in stabilizing ptices inthe free market 
by private traders. by sellirg foodgrains on the open market. The govern

ment supports the price of rice through a network of 
Nigeria purchasing centers throughout the country and licensed 

private agents, who are also private grain traders. Food-
The main food crops grown in Nigeria are maize, rice, grains are distributed through arationing system primarily

millet, and cow peas; palm oil, rubber, cocoa, groundnuts, in urban centers. The marketing of jute isalso dominated 
cotton, and hides are its major exports. Important food by private trade, although apublicly operated corporation 
crops are marketed through private trade and public mar- buys and sells jute in the domestic and export markets. 
keting boards. i'he Grain Marketing Board has gradually 
been reducing its activities, and in 1983-.84 the Board Indonesia 
bought no grain at all at the producer price. In contrast, 
the Cotton Board buys I(X percent of the seed cotton Foodgrains are marketed in Indonesia also through a 
crop, which isnow consumed entirely by domestic manu- mixture of private trade and public system, where public
factures; the Cocoa and Palm Produce Board buys nearly policies dominate the conduct of pnvate trade. The Indo
100 percent of the cocoa and palm kernel crops for nesian government marketing agency, BULO,, imports all 
export; and the Rubber Board buys about 60 percent of foodgrains, procures foodgrains from farmers to support
the rubber crop, also for export. prices, and stores and distributes grains to consumers 

through open market sales. Private trade isencouraged in 
ndia all tiers of domestic trade. For example, when 1IULOC pur

chases paddy inremote rural areas where it has no storage
Wheat, rice, cotton, jute, oilseeds, pulses, and sugar- facilities, it transfers such purchased grain to private trade 

cane are the main crops grown in India. Indian exports for transport and delivery to BULOG's main storage facili

http:1983-.84
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ties. Similarly, milling of paddy by pnvate millers and sale 
of grains at retail, wholesale, and primary markets are 
encouraged within a carefully delineated range of prices 
maintained by BULCC. 

Ph.!ippines 

Like the other Asian countries in this study, private 
trade plays a major role in food grain marketing in the 
Philippines-perhaps an even more dominant role than in 
ihe others. The National Food Authority is the public 
agency for market intervention. It has an exclusive monop-
oly in the export and import ot foodgrains. This marketing 
body operates in the domestic market by procuring food-
grains froni farmers at a support price and selling food-
grains to corsumers at the open market to maintain a 
ceiling price. Foodgrains are often procured and sold 
through pnvate traders working as agents of the public 
marketing agency. 

The Analytical Framework 

.MarketStructureandPrices 

Market analyses include id,-ification of appropriate 
pnes and underlying factors that cause differences in 
prices across space and time and between producers and 
consumers. Marketing functions in agricultural commodi-
tics begin on farms and in villages. The village market is 
the primary conduit for delivering products from farmers 
to higher-level distributors, processors, and consumers. 
Wholesalers generally establish their shops around towns 
and large cities that are connected by infrastructural facili-
ties. They buy products from intermediate traders and 
millers, as well as through agents who procure commodi-
ties from primary markets. Wholesalers in turn sell to 
retailers, who distribute products to consumers. Whole-
sders also sell to exporters or export directly to foreign 
markets. Thus there are generally many market places and 
marketing channels in a country. 

Consequently, there are many prices and marketing 
margins for an agricultural product in a country. Averages 
of prices or margins that provide the principal variables for 
price policy analysis must properly reflect the diversities in 
weights and quality of products. Thus, usually it is the 
weighted average rather than the arithmetic average price 
that should be used in price and marketing analyses. Fail-
ure to pick up appropriate average prices or average mar-
keting margins may produce cToneous conclusions. For 
example, in an exercise to estimate demand and produc-
tior elasticiies of fertilizers from time series data for 
1965-78 in Bangladesh, an econometric model generated 
an insignificant price coefficient with an improper sign 
when simple average prices )f rice were included as an 
explanatory variable. When an average price weighted for 
different varieties and for different regions instead of a 

simple average was used in the model, the proper sign for 
the price coefficient emerged and the coefficient was 
highly significant. (Ahmed 1980). Similarly, there are fifty 
to sixty wholesale markets for rice in Bangladesh with the 

margins between farms and wholesale markets ranging 
from 5 to 35 percent of wholesale prices. Aborder price 
based on a marketing m rgin related to one marketing 
channel (as is the current practice in that country) may 
thus be incorrect. 

The nature of competition in various market places and 
marketing channels is also ir. important detcrminant of 
prices. Markets must be integ-ated for a valid aggregation 
of demand and supply schedules commonly used in price 
policy analysis. When trade :irks exist between markets, 
the differences in prices among them are generally 
explained by the marketing costs, which may consist of 
transport costs; processing costs, ii de commodity at the 
farmgate differs in form from the commodity obtained by 
consumers; government taxes; the profit margin of market 
functionaries; and the transaction cost, including any risk 
premiums. 

Differences in transport costs, particularly among coun
tries, are explained by the differences in infrastructure and 
the distances of market points. The profit margin of trad
ers could be larger than normal if the market is not com
petitive. If the market is competitive, the transport cost 
and normal profit will always fully account for price differ
ences. 

When various markets are not well integrated, and thus 
there are no trade links among markets, price spreads 
recorded among such market points can be much larger 
than the traditional estimates of marketing margins that 
represent only points where trade links are operative. 
Price spreads and marketing margin statistics can there
fore be expected to exhibit different patterns in Asia than 
in Africa, primarily because of differences in infrastructure 
but also because of trade practices. 

Seasonal differences in prices are considered to be a 
function of storage costs (costs of physical storage and 
interest costs on working capital) and the profits of traders 
in the storage business. Since storage involves uncertain 
future prices in relation to present prices, some element of 
risk is involved in trade. Traders may lose in one year and 
gain in another, but over the years an average number 
wou!d earn a normal profit if the market were competitive. 
Similarly, in a cross-section of traders, some would lose 
while others would make a profit; the average would tend 
to show normal profit in a competitive market. The degree 
of competition is therefore a crucial factor, and the profit 
margin is an indicator of competitiveness. 

Public marketing and administrative pricing greatly 
influence price developments. If public marketing is only 
partially effective because of inadequate budgets and if 
there are movement and trade restrictions on private mar
keting, differences in regional, seasonal, and producer
consumer prices could be much greater than what could 
be explained by marketing costs. Moreover, public trade 
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could be costlier than private trade, and, if the govern-
ment passes this increased cost on to producers and con-
sumers, the price spread could be unduly large. Public 
trade would tend to substitute for private trade if this 
action on pricing reduces regional and seasonal price dif-
ferences to the extent that private trade finds this price 
difference too low to move and store products. If public 
trade is effectively supported by an unlimited budget to 
subsidize marketing costs, however, the government could 
largely reduce the gap between producer and consumer 
prices and between regional and seasonal prices, to the 
benefit of producers and consumers alike.' 

Prices andMarginsAnalyzed in This Report 

Producer prices in the report generally relate to prices 
at a primary market or to farrngate prices. The producer 
price could be a market price or an administered price 
determined by government. Most producer prices used in 
this study are market prices except for a few East African 
countries in which public monopoly precludes a free mar-
ket price. If a parallel market price was available and 
considered, however, it was reflected in the average. At the 
terminal markets there are retail prices for domestic con-
sumers and export prices for foreign consumers (on an 
f.o.b. basis). Administered prices at the retail level (such as 
ration prices) are not considered in aiiy estimate of price 
spreads. 


Quality, particularly as it relates to processing, 
 was 
examined before a price statistic was used in the analysis. 
For example, farm prices are often for paddy, but retail 
prices are for cleaned rice. In comparing retail and pro-
ducer prices of rice in this example, the rice price equiva-
lent of the paddy price was estimated by using a 
conversion factor and milling cost. 

The estimates of the marketing margin and regional and 
seasonal price spreads, as presented in this study, repre-
sent central tendencies or averages for a country. Propor-
tions of marketings in various regions or markets were 
used as weights in such a procedure. This procedure was 
not followed systematically in all cases, however, because 
often the necessary data were not available, 

SputialSpreads in Prices 

Two categories of spatial prices are considered. Price 
spreads between the producer and consumer ends of a 
product market represent a category in which the market 
margin is equivalent to the spread in prices at the two 
ends. The other category of spatial spreads reflects the 
differences in prices at various regional markets at a par-
ticular time. This second category of price spreads may 
include differences that go beyond the explanations pro-
vided by the marketing margin. The marketing margin and 
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spatial price spreads are the same where the two price 
points are integrated by a functioning market or trade 
link. A spatial price spread could represent a price differ
ence between two points having no functioning trade link 
between them. This is what is known as a nonintegrated 
market. Therefore the regional price spreads in some 
respects indicate the lack of market integration when com
pared with marketing margins. 

The two types of spatial spreads in prices in foodgrain 
markets of the nine countries are presented in Table 11-2 
and Figure 11-1. The statistics in the table as well as their 
graphic repreentation clearly show that farmers in Africa 
receive a smaller proportion of the price paid by final users 
of marketed foodgrains than do farmers in Asia. In general 
the average producer prices expressed as a percent of 
terminal market prices in the Asian countries vary from 75 
to 90 percent; the comparable figures for Africa range 
from 30 to 60 percent. Farmers in Africa receive a share of 
the final value of a foodgrain product that is almost half of 
the share received by their Asian counteyparts. The shares 
received by farmers also vary by commodity. For example, 
in Africar, countries rice offers a relatively large share of 
final value to producers compared with other foodgrains. 
This is primarily because the production of rice in most 
African countries is concentrated in specific locations, 
which means that marketing of rice is not as costly as for 
foodgrains that are scattered geographicJly. But the dif
ferences in the shares received by producers among coun
tries of a region are moderate although this difference is 
sharper among African than Asian countries. Farmers in 
Nigeria and the Sudan, the West and North African coun
tries, appear to share about 55 to 60 percent of the price 
paid by final users of foodgrains, whereas farmers of 
Malawi, Kenya, and Tanzania, the East African countries, 
received only about 35 to 50 percent of the price paid by 
consumers. 

The regional price differences within each country are 
again larger in Africa than in Asia (Table 11.2 and Figure 
11-2). On average, regional prices of foodgrains in Africa 
differ from one another by a multiple of two to three (that
 
is, the low price in one region could be only a third or a
 
half the amount of the high price at another region).2 One
 
important aspect of price spreads is that the absolute size
 
of the regional price spread is significantly larger than the 
marketing margin (the producer-consumer price spread) in 
Africa. This implies that many markets may not be linked 
with one another in African countries becaLse of high 
transport costs resulting from poorer transport and com
munication infrastructure or government restrictions. In 
the Asian countries the regional price spreads are quite 
close to the marketing margins, which indicates .iat the 
markets scattered over various regions are probably well 
integrated with one another. Although it is quite uncon
ventional to derive a conclusion on market integration 
from a set of data as is done here, the conventional prac
tice of using correlation among prices as a measure of 
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Table 1.2. RegionalandProducer-ConsumerPriceSpreads in Selected African andAsian Countries,1975-80 
Producer 
corsurw 

Regional price 
Weights spread' Weighted spread' Weighted 

Country Commi fity t5y pnduction) (perent) average (percent) average 

Kenya Maize 30.0 30.0 42.0 42.0 
Malawi Maize 80 21.9 31.2 48.2 49.6 

Rice 21 68.2 55.1 

Nigeria 	 Maize 14 15.6 54.5 
Rice 6 72.9 46.1 57.0 58.9 
Sorghum 80 45.9 59.8 

Sudan 	 Sorghum 92 48.2 48.5 61.2 61.2 
Wheat 81 52.1 

Tanzania 	 Maize 76 25.7 38.2 
Rice 10 61.3 30.6 56.6 41.4 
Sorghum 14 35.5 48.1 

Bangladesh Rice 75.0 75.0 79.0 79.0 
India Rice 54 69.8 82.0 

Wheat 38 65.9 68.0 79.5 81.0 
Sorghum 8 63.5 80.0 

Indonesia Rice 71.9 71.9 84.0 84.0 
Philippines Rice 70 82.7 87.0 82.4 

Maize 30 64.2 77.3 71.5 

a. Regional spread ,wtest e 100pncelbghest pnce) 
h. Producer-co,,sumer pnce spread = Iprducer pncelterminal market pnce) x (X)
 
.'urce. CotstrJctcd from wcuordarv surces listed in the References.
 

Figure 11-1. loducer-ConsumerPrice Spreads Figure 11-2. Regional PriceSpreads 
in SelectedAfrican andAsian Countries in SelectedAfrican and Asian Countries 
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integration is often unreliable. The issue of market inte- Table 11-3. Spreadsin SeasonalPricesin Selected
 
gration and price transmission will be taken up later. 
 African andAsian Countries,1975-80 

Seasonal price
SeasonalSpreadsin fices spreads g7owest 

prieas a perrentage Weighted cverage
Country Commodity ofthe highest price) price for cerealsThere are generally two types of variations in agricul- Kenya Maize 49 49


tural prices: the annual variations (price fluctuations Malawi Maize 55 56
 
between years) and the seasonal variations (within a year). Rice 60
 
The seasonal variations are examined here. The average Nigeria Maize 
 70
 
spread, in seasonal prices (measured by the lowest price as Rice 68 
 71 
a percentage of the highest price) for selected countries 	 Sorghum 72 
and commodities are shown in Table 11-3 and Figure 11- Sudan Sorghum 51 53
3. As with .'egional price differences and marketing mar-	 Wheat 71 
gins, the spread in seasonal p-ices is also wider in the 
African countries than in the Asian. [But the difference Rice 56 51 
between the two groups is smaller for seasonal prices than 
for either the regond prices or te producer-consumer orgh 50 
price margins, The causZl factors for the spatial and sea- Bangladesh Rice 74 74 
sonal price spreid. are Cxa-incd later. 	 India Rice 81 80 

Wheat 78 
Finding the )iffcrences in Price Spreads Indonesia Rice 87 87 
and Their Implications for Policy Philippines Rice 82 81 

Corn 78
 
Alth:,ugh 
 the pICvlSu,1analysis suffers from a general Source Constructed from secondary matenals listed in the Refer

defici-nncy of data, sOme useful conclusions about the ences. 
major cau.sal factors and implications for policy may be 
drawn from a bread comparative analysis. As indicated in the beginning, the differences in price spreads betweentwo points in different countries that have an active trade 

link can be explained by the following marketing costs: 
transport costs for spatial spreads or storage costs (includ-

Figure 11.3. SeasonalPriceSpreads ing interest on working capital) for seasonal spreads;
in Selected African and.-Isian Countries taxes: other transaction costs, if any; any loss in weight 

during transport or storage; and profit (as a residual of 
87- prices after meeting costs). 

80 . 8" Taxes andProfitMargins 
74


71-" 70 Taxes on foodgrains vary from 3 to 10 percent of price 
K 'in the African countries and from 2 to 5 percent in the 

Asian countries. Unlike export or cash crops, foodgrains 
,3 in most countries are not taxed at the point of the external50 trader. Most of these taxes are internal local taxes. Loss in 

441 	
weight during storage or transport is probably not much 
different in the two regions. Similarly, differences in the 
profit margin realized by trading agencies are probably

311o not substantially different between the countries of Africa 
C-. 
 and Asia. Information on the amount of profit in the mar2o keting margin is scanty for the African countries, however. 

. . .A few studies in Kenya, Malawi, and Nigeria indicate 
above-normal profits in maize trading only in certain seg

....
 ments of the marketing channels and in certain geographi
0 ....- cal regions that are primarily disadvantaged by unusually 

, C- poor infrastructure. Even in these cases profits were notC- -. more than 20 to 30 percent of price, and it was not clear 

.
.- that such profits could be sustained in all years; a normal 
rate of profit in trade of agricultural products in South 
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Asia is generally believed to be about 15 to 20 percent of 
price.' Therefore differences in trade profits explain only a 
small part of the differences in price spreads between the 
selected countries of Africa and Asia.4 Thus only transport 
(or storage) costs and other transaction costs involved in 
the marketing channel remain to explain most of the dif-
ferences in spatial and seasonal prices between the African 
and Asian countries. These are both directly related to the 
level of infrastructural developmert and the nature of pub-
lic intervention in marketing. 

MtIarketingand Infrastructure 

The more sparse populations of most African countries 
(15 to 30 persons per square kilometer) compared with 
that in most Asian countries (500 to 750 persons per 
square kilometer) and the more underdeveloped state of 
the general infrastructural facilities in Africa compared 
with that in Asia imply a higher marketing cost and gen-
eral backwardness of agricultural marketing in Africa. 
Although every country may have special needs for trans-
port and communication facilities, a good road network is 
generally required to move goods and people in most 
countries. The extent of road networks in the nine coun-
tries is shown in Table 11-4. The African countries have 
developed road networks to a density of 0.01 to 0.11 
kilometers per square kilometer of land area compared 
with 0.30 to 0.45 kilometers of road per square kilometer 
of land area in the Asian. Moreover only about 10 percent 
of the roads in Africa are paved compared with about 35 
percent in Asia. In terms of railways and river transports, 
Asian countries are also better off. The wider dispersion of 

Table 11-4. Road Network in SelectedAfrican and 
Asian Countries andtheLUnited States, 1976-78 

knsity of total 
mad network, 

Comtry 
(kilnoitertr'rsquare 

kilometer of area) 
Pe, rentageof 
paied road 

Botswana 0.02 9.5 
Congo 0.02 6.5 
Ethiopia 0.03 28.0 
Kenaa 0.05 12.2 
Mali 0.01 11.1 

Nigeria 0.11 40.2 
Senegal 0.07 23.0 
Upper Volta 0.06 5.1 
Zaire 0.06 1.5 
Zambia 0.05 13.0 
Bangladesh 0.35 32.0 
India 0.41 38.8 
Indonesia (Java) 0.41 37.2 

United States 0.67 85.0 
a. A road network includes Primy highways, scondary r , 

dirt roads, 
.Source: International Road Federation (1980). 

production centers and the longer distances to be covered 
in shipping agricultural products in Africa compared with 
Asia imrly certain modes of transport and costs of market
ing. 

Generally speaking, goods in the primary markets in 
Africa are collected through head loads, donkeys, bicycles, 
and, to a lesser extent animal-drawn carts, whereas head 
loads, animal carts, boats, rickshaws, buses, and pickup 
trucks are the modes of transport in the primary markets 
in A-sia. Transport between regions and markets is pro
vided primarily by trucks and railways in Africa; in Asia, 
motorized river vehicles, boats, various types of pickups, 
and even animal-drawn carts also perform such tranship
ment. The diverse modes of transport in Asia have made 
Asian marketing costs not only cheaper but also less 
import intensive. The import content of marketing costs in 
Kenya and Tanzania is about 50 percent compared with 
an estimated average import intensity of only 17 percent 
in Indonesia and Bangladesh. 

Case studies as well as economic logic indicate that 
small-scale transport has considerable economic advan
tage over shorter distances, whereas large-scale transport 
is more economical over longer distances. To realize econ
omies of scale from large-scale transport, however, an ade
quate volume of goods must use such a transport system. 
It has been argued that African countries generate a 
smaller volume of marketable surplus in foodgrains com
pared with Asian countries and that therefore the econo
mies of scale that reduce marketing costs in transport 
cannot be exploited as effectively in Africa. 

The statistics on marketable surplus of foodgrains in the 
selected African and Asian countries in Table 11-5 do not 
indicate that the marketable surplus is smaller in Africa 
than in Asia. In fact the data tend to show the opposite. 
The sharper dualism in African agriculture compared with 
Asian has its implications for marketing costs, however. In 
most African countries large mechanized farms (including
estate farms and state farms) operate side by side with
small peasant farms. The marketable surplus in the large 
farms is very high (about 70 to 75 percent), while peasant 
farms generate a small marketable surplus (about 10 to 20 
percent). Large farming sectors generally have their own 

means of transport for delivering products directly to sec
ondary or terminal markets, and thus they receive a higher 
market price than is possible for peasants, who hire trans
port services only occasionally. For the residual peasant 
sector the transport services become thinner than would 
be the case with a system in which the large-scale and 
peasant sectors combine to provide marketing services, as 
in Asia. 

In Asia there is less dualism in production and market
ing. This structural difference, as well as differences in 
some marketing policies between Asia and Africa have 
contributed to a larger degree of specialization in trans
port services in the former than in the latter. Thus in many
African countries truck owners combine transport provi
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Table 11.5. The Marketable Surplus of Various marketing structures, as reflected in the operation of pub
Commo&ies in SelectedAfrican andAsian Countries, lic marketing and private trade, must also play a significant
1975-80 role in explaining the difference in the marketing margin 

Marketableswphus of foodgrains between the countries of Africa and Asia. 
as a paenage 

Cofr C-onmodity otproduction
Kenya Rice 75Maize 

aMa ie 
38 Public Intervention andMarketing Costs3 

MaLwi Rice 5 As described earlier, public intervention in foodgrain 
Groundnut 25 marketing is widespread in all countries, but there is sig-Tanzaniaz nificant difference between25 Asia and Africa, particularlyTanzania Maize 20 East Africa. In the selected Asian countries private trade is 

not only allowed to operate side by side with public tradeBaigladesh Rice 22 but is also encouraged through various market develop-
India Rice 28 ment activities.5 Western Africa (Nigeria and the Sudan)

Wheat 31 closely resembles Asia in foodgrain marketing. Private
Sorghum 12 trade is allowed to operate in both countries with minimal 

Indonesia Rice 56 (local variety) hindrance, although market development assistance to 
70 (HYV) private trade is quite insignificant in these countries com-

Sowres. Kenya, World Bank data; Malawi, World Bank data; Tanza- pared with that in their Asian counterparts. In contrast,
nia, Kriesel and others (1970). For Maize, Sigma One Corporation
(198?), p.48: [,an"g1dcsh, Ahmed (1980); India, India, Ministry of Agn- East African countries are well known for their restrictive
culture, Directorate of Economics and Statistics (1983); Indonesia, Hears measures against private trade through public monopolies
(1981), p. 96. in foodgrains. 

Public marketing affects the overall marketing margin 
both directly and indirectly. Tne direct effects arise fromsion with grain wholesaling; they are known as "lorry trad- the relative inefficiency of government marketing com

ers." Separate specialization in transport services and pared with private trade and the inadequacy of public
grain trade is the norm in most Asian countries, however, resources to support public marketing. The difference in 
These differences affect marketing costs. efficiency between public and private marketing (high pub-

Rural electrification is another factor that distinguishes lic marketing costs) inay not be shifted directly to pro
the countries of thc two regions. Rural electricity makes a ducers and consumers if the government has adequate
great difference in the concentration and extent of grain resources to take the burden on itself, as in Indonesia. But 
milling facilities. If grain milling facilities are located in this is not generally possible for most developing coun
urban areas, transport costs be-come higher, and the flow tries. Data on marketing costs in public parastatals are
of grain from rural to urban areas tends to be erratic, difficult to obtain; nevertheless, it is widely known that
which causes rural and urban prices to be erratic as well. such costs are generally much higher than comparable

In Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, and most other African coun-
 costs in private trade. Labor cost is the largest component
tries, the milling facilities are generally located in urban of marketing cost A high proportion of the labor costs in 
areas, except for home pounding for subsistence. Small- parastatals is for formally educated employees. In private
scale milling in rural areas of Bangladesh, India, Indone- trade most workers and managers acquire on-the-job skills
 
sia, and many other Asian countries, however, has been without much formal edu:ation. Thus a marketing study in
 
expanding quickly mainly because of rural electrification. Kenya indicates that most of the traders in the primary

For example, the number or small-scale rice mills in Indo- market are illiterate 
 (Schmidt 1979). In the secondary,
nesia increased from 5,000 in 1968 to 35,000 in 1973 markets about 16 percent are illiterate, and about 70 per
(Mears 1981). Although the number of large mills around 
 cent have studied up to the levels between the fourth and 
urban centers has decreased, by 1979 there was an overca- eighth grades. The salary scales for the same level of skill 
pacity in rice milling, mainly because of the new mills in could be higher ir, private enterprise than in public organi
rural areas. zations, but te effect of economizing on the use of formal 

Infrastructural development, important as it is, is a long- skills would make private trade less expensive than public
term venture and needs to be sustained with a steady trade because of labor costs. Skilled labor is more scarce 
economic growth. Moreover, inadequate infrastructure is in Africa than in Asia. Moreover, wage rates are generally
only a part of the explanation for larger marketing costs in two to five Cmes higher in Africa, even though average
Africa compared with Asia. Even though the absolute labor productivity is lower. 
transport cost in marketing is about twice as high in The indirect effect of public intervention on spatial price
Africa, the share of transport in the total marketing cost spreads, including producer-consumer price differences, is 
varies only from 35 to 50 percent Therefore the different considered to be larger than the direct effect. These indi
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rect effects can be traced to a variety of reasons related to 
public operation in foodgrain marketing, 

Numerous and diverse transaction costs are imposed on 
traders and farmers by public marketing and trade con-
trols in the domestic channels. These costs generally origi-
nate from rules, regulations, and the practices of public 
agents. Public marketing often operates within an environ-
ment of licensing and prohibition of private trade. Getting 
; license or avoiding a prohibition involves considerable 
explicit and implici' zosts. Although systematic studies of 
transaction costs are rare, some marketing studies in east
ern Africa indicate that transaction costs necessary to 
overcome trade restrictions and get legal protection are as 
high as 15 to 20 percent of the marketing margin. Restric-
tions on marketing make it difficult for private trade to 
benefit from economies of scale. Instead of using trucks or 
railways for transport, traders use buses or small taxis to 
avoid movement restrictions. If public marketing is 
involved in any part of the marketing channel, the practice 
of payment by checks to farmers and traders and the 
arbitrary assessment of product quality generally result in 
considerable transaction costs for farmers and traders. 

Empirical evidence of the relative efficiencies of public 
and private trade are rare, although public trade is widely 
believed to be costlier. Prudencio compared the free trade 
of Benin with the marketing monopoly of the Nigerian 
marketing board for palm oil and found that the cost 
differences in the two systems are such that farmers 
receive 11 percent less for palm oil in Nigeria than in 
Benin. A study in Kenya also indicates that storage and 
interregional marketing costs are 15 to 25 percent higher 
in public than in private trade (Schmidt 1979). 

Alarge amount of diverse and scattered information was 
used to assess the contribution of various causal factors 
(including the effect of public trade) in the overall differ-
ence in marketing costs between the nine African and 
Asian countries. Because of the nature of the data, the 
results, shown in Table 11-6, can be considered only indic-

Table 11-6. Shares of CausalFactors in Different 
Foodgrain MarketingMarginsbetween African and 
Asian Countries 

(Points) - in the difference rs 

Factors AfricaAsia Difference (percent) 

Taxes 3.9 0.6 3.3 9.4 
Transport and 


associated 

costs 27.5 13.8 13.7 39.1 

Profit 12.6 4.0 8.6 24.5 
Transaction costs 

(residuals) 11.0 1.6 9.4 27.0 
Total 55 20 35 100.0 
Sourre: Estimated on the basis of information from Kenya and Malawi 

in Africa and Bangladesh and Indonesia in Asia. 

ative, although the indications are believed to be close to 
reality. 

The figures in the table clearly point out that differences 
in transport and associated costs constitute the largest 
cause of the different marketing margins between Africa 
and Asia. Nevertheless the share of residual transaction 
costs associated with the indirect consequences of public 
trade and the small but significant tax component in the 
different marketing margin together represent a propor
tion almost as large as transport. 

Policy Implications 

The policy implications of the decomposition analysis of 
the marketing margin are quite clear. Improving infras
tructural facilities could greatly increase incentives for 
both producers and consumers. A second major area 
needing improvement is public policies in agricultural 
marketing. Although most improvements in infrastructure 
take a long time, reforms in public marketing polices can 
produce results in a relatively short time in Africa. 

A strategy of infrastructural development that gives pri
ority to areas in which actual or potential growth in pro
ducton is large is an obvious policy choice. To some 
extent a sharply dualistic agricultural sector has exerted a 
natural influence in some African countries, so that infras
tructural development has been concentrated primarily in 
areas in which production is concentrated. Thus Sudanese 
agriculture is dominated by several irrigation projects 
(including Gezira) and mechanized rainfed agriculture in 
areas in which most of the Sudan's infrastructura invest
ment has occurred. This strategy has resulted in a low 
marketing cost for agricultural produce grown in these 
areas. The marketing cost of cotton in Gezira isonly about 
12 percent of the cotton price at Port Sudan.' Similarly, 
Malawi has been pursuing an agricultural production 
strategy focused on large-scale farming in the south, where 
infrastructural investment has received priority. Although 
this has resulted in a relatively low marketing margin for 
farms, the negative effect on the small-farm peasants pri
marily located in the north has been countered by public 
marketing. Giving priority to infrastructural investment on 
the basis of large- or small-scale farming is not desirable 
on the grounds of distributive justice. But for the sake ofefficiency in allocating infrastructural resources, small

scale or peasant farmers should be organized or restruc
tured to generate enough business to meet the critical 
minimum required for efficient use of infrastructural facili
ties. 

In the second policy area, the question of public market
ing appears to be enmeshed with some of the conse
quences of infrastructural backwardness and agricultural 
dualism. There is little doubt that public intervention has 
contributed to the large marketing margin and price 
spreads (implying disincentives to both producers and 
consumers) in Africa. But this intervention seems to have 
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been motivated partly by conditions arising from occa- strategic policy variables and measure the extent to ,hich
sional (as well as locational) market failures. Several fac- farm prices can be raised and consumer prices lowered by
tors are responsible for this. First, underdeveloped changes in market institutions. The countries studied-.
infrastructure tends to encourage farmers to be indepen- Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, the
dent of the market. Second, large- and small-farm dualism Philippines, the Sudan and Tanzania-represent a wide
is so sharp in Africa that large farms tend to vertically spectrum of public intervention in foodgrain marketing,
integrate marketing and production. This leave,; a very budgetary resources, infrastructural facilities, and the 
thin market for the small, peasant sectors who are not growth in agricultural production.
large enough for efficient marketing. The thin market is The analysis of price spreads showed tha farmers in
generally an unstable market. Development of an efficient Africa receive a smaller proportion of the prce paid by
exchange system, economies of scale, and service provi- final consumers of loodgrains than do the farmers in Asia.
sion become very difficult and uncertain in thin markets. The average producer price, expressed as a percentage of
Ironically, public intervention in marketing designed to the terminal market price, ranges from 75 to 90 percent in
rectify the problems associated with market failures fur- the Asian countries; the comparable figure for the African
ther accelerates the process of thinning, which makes the countries is 35 to 60 percent. These estimates vary for
problem complex. Although a wholesale dismantling of different food commodities. Within Africa, farmers of
public parastatals in Africa is perhaps an irresponsible Nigeria and the Sudan (West and North Africa) appear to
prescription, few will disagree that public marketing in share about 55 to 60 percent of the price paid by final
these countries needs to be substantively reduced and users of foodgrains, whereas farmers of Malawi, Kenya,
improved. It thus seems logical that Africa needs to follow and Tanzania (East Africa) generally receive only about 35 
a path of gradual transition to private trading through to 50 percent of the final price.
selected public intervention in marketing, continuous Regional price differences are again larger in Africa
efforts to develop markets, and L heavy commitment to than in Asia. Regional price differences in Asian countries
properly formulated infrastructural development. The cen- seldom exceed 70 percent. The absolute size of the
tral element of this approach is that private trade should regional price spreads is significantly larger than the mar
be allowed to work freely. Market development policies keting margin (the producer-consumer price spreads) in
involving improved legal and physical facilities and flow of Africa, which implies that many markets may be poorly
information should be another component of this transi- integrated. In Asia the regional price spreads are quite
tion. Direct public marketing may be limited to areas in close to estimates of the marketing margins, which indi
which backward infrastructure makes agricultural income cates a more closely integrated market.
and production low an( ',-certain and in which it is neces- The spread in seasonal prices is also wider in Africa than 
sary to maintain secure stocks of foodgrains. in Asia. However, these price differences are smaller than 

either the regional or producer-consumer price margins 
between countries in the two regions. 

To deduce sensible policy conclusions from the analysisSummary of price spreads, the underlying causes for different price 
spreads have to be properly identified. The decompositionThe economic environment in which farmers operate in analysis of marketing margins showed that transport and

developing market economies exerts a significant influ- associated marketing costs explain 39 percent of the dif
ence on the efficiency of resource utilization and on the ference in marketing margins between African and Asian 
pace of growth in production. Domestic marketing struc- countries. A different incidence of taxes explains only 9.4 
tures, including private as well as public trading institu- percent of the difference, and profits explain only about
tions, are the principal elements of this environment of 24.5 percent. The rest of the difference in marketing mar
incentives. The difference between prices paid by final gin (27 percent) is explained by other transaction costs 
consumers and those received by primary producers and associated with public marketing. The implications for the
the intertemporal and spatial gaps in prices reflect the development of infrastructure and changes in the domesstructure and efficiency of the market. The effectiveness of tic marketing structure in African countries are clear from 
a macroeconomic policy instrument in providing incen- this decomposition analysis.
tives to producers or consumers depends quite signifi- African countries face a complicated dilemma in their
cantly on the operation of the domestic market. infrastructural and marketing policies. The dualism

This chapter has examined the producer and consumer, between large farms and peasant farms in most African
spatial, and seasonal price spreads in nine African and countries has generated a marketing problem. Large
Asian countries. These price spreads were decomposed to farms tend to vertically integrate production and market
identify the causal factors underlying the differences ing. This leaves the small-farm sector to depend on an
between the regions. The decomposition analysis of mar- extremely thin market, which is not congenial for the
keting margins and spatial price spreads help to identify growth of specialized marketing services. A thin market is 
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also a very unstable market. Government intervention 
becomes a natural choice to rectify the problem. Ironi
cally, expensive government intervention accelerates the 
"thinning" even turther. Infrastnictural backwardness, 
k.wever, tends to encourage a strategy of concentrated 
production on large or estate farms, so that infrastructure 
could he provided selectively and affordably. This dilemma 
really indicates the need for a strategy of infrastructural 
development that considers the form of fanning organiza-
tion, regionai potentials for increased production, and 
public policies to induce private trade in marketing. Public 
intervention in marketing in Africa may not be eliminated 
altogether, but the need for gradual changes through 
selective intervention and market development is clear 
enough. 


Finally, it may not be wrong to say that nobody really 
knows what prices African farmers actually receive for 
their products. In Asia one feels reasonably confident that 
estimates of farm prices are close to actual prices; in 
Africa, however, one is not quite sure. Therefore further 
studies on prices generally received by African farmers are 
an important area of research that is relevant for price 
policies. Such research should be followed by studies on 
market structure, particularly the interface between pri-
vate and public mark :ig. Transaction costs imposed on 
private trade by public policies need to be quantified if the 
price spreads in African markets are to be understood 
thoroughly. The knowledge of extensive parallel markets 
in many African countries is almost nil. Similarly, the eco-
nomic compulsions hehind the propensity of market inter-
vention in Africa are poorly understood. Future research 
should shed light on some of these issues of agricultural 
marketing in Africa. 

Notes 

1. But such benefits are not without cost. The issues of government 
financing otthese osts and the indirect costs of such an intervention are 
not examined here. 

2. These statistics do indicate that the so-called panterritoial pricing 
plicies. particularly in Tanzania. were often not effective. 

3. This margin of profit relates to the profit rate per year. The profit 
rate per business trip or consignment is, however, much smaller, only 
about 4 to 8 percent. Turnover in trade isthus important. Because the 
market Lsthin, turnover Lssmaller in Africa than in Asia. 

4 The c'mparatve inefficiency of public marketing isnot reflectedin 

these estimates Relative inefficiency in public marketing is thus 
attributed tohigh pnce spreads in Africa by deductive reasoning. 

5 These include development ofmarket places, dissemination o prsce 
and production iufrnatuon, introduction of standard grades and 
weights, maintenance (iflaw and order in transpo)rt channels and mar-
kets. provision of credit toitraders, initiation of agricultural processing 
and specific storage facilities, and provision of electricity to rural mar-

kets. 

6 .Alth ough the marketing cost ussm all in Gazer a, the farm ers rece i wI 

only a small par ot the final price because of other deductions for 
production costs contributed by the pro)ect authority. Marketing costs 
outside the pro~ect areas and indistant areas in the south and west of 
Sudan are very high. 
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